
Special Cases Committee

Programme Transfers Policy

Taught Undergraduate and Taught Postgraduate Students

1. Special Cases Committee (SCC) has delegated authority from the University Senate to

take decisions on programme transfers in accordance with University Regulation

6.5(g)(ii), available to view at:

https://www.york.ac.uk/about/organisation/governance/governance-documents/ordina

nces-and-regulations/regulation-6/#6.5 .

2. There is no automatic right for a student to transfer programmes. The initial decision on

whether not a transfer is possible is made by the Admissions Tutor for the new

programme, who will also consider whether or not there is space on the programme the

student wishes to transfer to, whether the student meets the entry requirements for

that programme, and what the student's academic standing is on their existing

programme.

3. There is no right of appeal against a decision of an academic Department/School not to

accept a transfer request since this is an admissions decision, and admissions decisions

are not appealable because they are academic judgements. (See point 7. below for

further information about appeals).

4. If an Admissions Tutor supports a request to transfer, a programme transfer form should

be completed and will require the signature (written or electronic) of the student, and

the Chairs of Board of Studies or Graduate Schools Board Chairs for both the original

programme and the programme the student is transferring to. Certain cases will also

require approval of the SCC.  Such cases are  detailed in point 5. below.

5. Transfers requiring SCC approval

5.1 SCC approval is required for any transfer request where the student is transferring into

a new programme after the first five weeks of that programme, if the transfer would

result in any:
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i) repeat study (i.e. repeating any study/content the student has studied in

their original programme);

ii) exemption from assessment (assessment(s) that were due to take place

imminently are now avoided due to the timing of the transfer);

iii) missed essential teaching (essential teaching as defined in the programme

specification for the new programme has been missed and will not be

repeated);

iv) waiving of credit (the student is going to be missing credit as a result of the

transfer).

5.2 SCC approval is required for all transfer requests after the end of Stage 2 of a taught
programme.

5.3 Even where conditions (1) or (2) are met, SCC approval is not required where:

i) The student has no option but to transfer because they have not met the

progression requirements on their existing route, and an alternative route is

built into the programme, e.g. where a student is transferring from an

integrated Masters to a Bachelor’s route having not met the required Stage

average to continue with the Masters programme;

ii) The transfer is a straightforward route change or degree title change within

the same academic department, and the teaching received on the new route

is the same as the teaching received on the original route.

6. Students who have Failed and wish to Transfer

6.1 Where a student has failed to meet the progression requirements for their programme,

has exhausted all reassessment opportunities, and has been withdrawn from their

programme, a programme transfer will not normally be permitted. Instead the student

will be required to apply as a new applicant to any other programme they wish to join

within the University.

6.2  There are two exceptions to 6.1:

(i) Where a transfer is provided for within the programme regulations, as

outlined in point 5 i) above, the transfer will be permitted;

(ii) Where a student has had an academic appeal upheld in relation to their

original programme of study. Once reinstated onto their original programme

of study, they may request permission to transfer to a different programme,
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(notwithstanding that there is no automatic right to transfer programmes).

Permission to transfer to a new programme of study is not a possible

outcome of an academic appeal however. Rather, any transfer would need

to be agreed via a separate process once the academic appeal had been

resolved.

6.3 Where a student has failed to meet the progression requirements on their existing

programme but has not yet been withdrawn from their programme, they may apply to

transfer programmes. Any transfer agreed in these circumstances can only be

processed if the following has taken place before the student is withdrawn from their

existing programme of study:

● The transfer has been approved by the Chairs of Board of Studies/Graduate Schools

Board or their nominees for both the original and new programmes;

and

● the transfer form has been completed and signed by all parties;

and

● where required, Special Cases Committee approval has been granted.

If the above have not taken place before the student is withdrawn, the student will

normally have to reapply as a new student for entry onto another programme within

the University, as per point 6.1 above.

6.4. Where a student has failed to meet the progression requirements on their existing

programme of study, but is still eligible to apply for a transfer (i.e. has not yet been

withdrawn from their programme of study), permission to transfer to any programme

of study where there is an overlap in content between the original and new

programme (whether or not both programmes are within the same academic

department) will not normally be approved since this constitutes repeat study.

7.    Transfers and Academic Appeals

7.1 As noted in point 2. above, there is no automatic right to transfer and an admissions

decision taken by an academic department or school is not appealable because this is

an academic judgement. However, students retain the right to appeal against a

decision not to accept their transfer request on the basis of procedural irregularity only

(i.e. if there is evidence that a procedural irregularity has taken place in the way in

which the transfer request was considered) as per Section 4.(iv) of the Student

Academic Appeals Procedure. In addition, appeals against decisions of SCC taken by

the Chair, Deputy Chair or their nominee under Chair's action, are appealable, in

accordance with Section 4.(x) of the Student Academic Appeals Procedure. This means

that a student may appeal against an SCC Chair's action decision not to allow a
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programme transfer that has been recommended to SCC, providing that the student

can establish valid grounds for appeal, as outlined in Section 5 of the Student Academic

Appeals Procedure.

7.2  The full Student Academic Appeals Procedure can be viewed at:

https://www.york.ac.uk/students/studying/progress/appeals-procedure/ .

Further information about the appeals process can be found at:

https://www.york.ac.uk/students/studying/progress/appeals/ .

8.    Further Information

8.1 Information for staff about the transfer procedures, including the relevant forms, can

be  found at:

https://www.york.ac.uk/staff/supporting-students/academic/taught/transfer-taught/ .

Information for students about the transfer procedures, including the relevant forms,

can be found at:

https://www.york.ac.uk/students/studying/manage/plan/taught/transfers-taught/ .

8.2 Students who are considering transferring programmes are advised to talk with their

supervisor in the first instance.

8.3 Students are advised to talk with a Student Adviser based in the Student Hub for advice

on the financial implications of transferring. Further information, including contact

information for the Student Advisers, can be found at:

https://www.york.ac.uk/students/support/student-hub/ .

8.4 International students are advised to seek advice about the Visa implications of

transferring programmes from the International Student Support Team/a University

Immigration Adviser before taking a decision to apply for a programme transfer.

Information on University sources of advice for international students can be found at:

https://www.york.ac.uk/students/support/international/ .

8.5  Further information about Special Cases Committee can be found at:

https://www.york.ac.uk/about/organisation/governance/sub-committees/special-case

s/ .
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